Modelling antibiotic- and anti-quorum sensing treatment of a spatially-structured Pseudomonas aeruginosa population.
The bacterial cell to cell signalling system known as quorum sensing (QS) is essential for the regulation of virulence in many pathogens and offers a specific biochemical target for novel antibacterial therapies. Expanding on earlier work, in which consideration was given to the primary QS system (lasR system) in a homogeneous population of the common human pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa, we build a simple spatial model of an early-stage P. aeruginosa biofilm subject to treatment with topically applied anti-QS drugs (of two specific kinds) and conventional antibiotics. In the case of a slowly growing biofilm we show that both kinds of anti-quorum sensing drug are effective in reducing the level of the relevant signal molecule (3-oxo-C12-homoserine lactone; henceforth AHL), in each case obtaining an explicit bound on the steady-state AHL profile in terms of a prescribed surface drug concentration. Using numerical methods, we are also able to reproduce the hysteretic phenomena exhibited by the homogeneous model, in particular showing that for each kind of anti-QS drug there is a parameter regime in which a catastrophic collapse occurs in the steady-state AHL concentration as the surface drug concentration passes some critical value; an alternative way of interpreting this result is to say that, for a prescribed surface drug concentration, there is a critical biofilm depth such that treatment is successful until this depth is reached, but fails thereafter. In the thick-biofilm limit we show that the critical concentration of each drug increases exponentially with the biofilm thickness (or, conversely, that the critical depth increases logarithmically with surface drug concentration); this is dramatically different to the behaviour observed in the corresponding homogeneous model, where the critical concentrations grow linearly with bacterial carrying capacity, and thus highlights the relative difficulty of treating a large, spatially-structured population with diffusing antibacterials.